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DEALER WARNINGS
1. Only trained and NMEDA certified technicians can install 

Drive-Master/IDS products, otherwise the warranty will be 
void.

2. Route all wires to prevent shorting or chaffing.
3. The Drive Master/IDS Auxiliary Battery Kit must be 

installed as supplied.  Alterations to the kit or the wiring are 
not allowed and will not be acceptable or warranted!  Do not 
make any electrical connections that are different than those 
stated in the Drive Master/IDS wiring instructions!

4. The dealer must supply an Interstate 800 CCA Optima 
yellow top Battery.

5. Disassembling components without prior Drive-Master 
notification and a valid Return Authorization (RA) in writing 
by a Drive-Master office liaison will void warranty, and a 
charge will be issued for any replacement parts.  DO NOT 
CUT ANY WIRE HARNESS WHEN REMOVING 
ELECTRICAL WIRING FOR  RETURN - THIS WILL 
VOID WARRANTY!
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GEN-X Ford Kit

GEN-X ECU EPS ECU IDS Display IDS 
Display 
Bracket

Harness X1 Harness X2 EPS Power 
Harness

EPS LED 
Harness

JS-B Harness Fuse Holder GEN-X ECU 
Bracket

GEN-X Hardware

IDS Display 
Charger EPS Motor Assembly
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THROUGH THE FIREWALL

1.- CUT
2.- PASS THROUGH
3.- PROTECT

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

1.- CUT

2.- PASS THROUGH

3.- PROTECT
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H1-MOT: Connect this to the IDS Steering motor “H1-MOT”

EPS-S: Connect this to the EPS LED Harness “EPS-S”

JUMP START_G: Connect this to the Auxiliary battery jump start switch 
“JUMP START_G”

HARNESS X1:  From the GEN-X ECU

JUMP START_G

To GEN-II ,
 GEN-X, REESS

JUMP START_B
To GEN-II , GEN-X

Extension
To Battery 
separator

JUMP START SWITCH
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GROUND: Find a good GROUND source.

IGN – 1: Find a good IGNITION source.

IGN – 2: Connect this to the EPS LED Harness “IGN-2”

OBD-II: Solder these wires in “T” connection to the OBD-II port connector.

Ford Explorer up to 2015 Ford Explorer 2016 and later

OEM DM/IDS OEM IDS

6 - White/Blue Purple 20 - White/Blue Purple

14 - White Purple/Black 19 - White Purple/Black

OBD-II port connector

HARNESS X2: From the GEN-X ECU
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HARNESS X2:

Main battery monitor

Ground

MAIN BATTERY: 
Route “Main Battery” through the 
firewall.

Using the ring terminal provided, 
install the fuse holder on the 
positive terminal of the main 
battery.

Slide a piece of heat shrink tubing 
to connect the orange wire (“MAIN 
BATTERY”) to the fuse holder 
using a butt terminal.

Insert a 3A fuse into the fuse 
holder.
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EPS ECU: EPS Harnesses

Mount the EPS ECU on its bracket, as indicated by the arrow

Connect the four connectors:
- Two connectors coming from the IDS steering motor.
- EPS Power Harness
- EPS LED Harness

GROUND: Find a good GROUND source.

EPS - S: Connect this to the HARNESS X1 “EPS-S”

IGN - 2: Connect this to the HARNESS X2 “IGN-2”

Route “RED 10” through the firewall to MAIN BATTERY positive terminal
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Connect the SIGNAL end to the GEN-X ECU (Back).

Connect the JUMP START_B end to the AUX battery kit cable.

SIGNALJUMP START_B

JS_B to SIGNAL
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GEN-X: ECU Location

Install the bracket.

Mount the GEN-X ECU using the plastic 
rivets provided.
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OEM Bolt



IDS Display and Jump Start Switch
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Install as shown above:
- Attach the IDS Display mounting hardware onto the A/C vent.
- Install and secure the IDS Display in the mounting hardware.

Be sure the foam clamps on the mounting hardware 
do not press and hold the buttons on the IDS display.

- Connect the IDS Display charger.

Jump Start Switch Installation:

Step 1: Drill a ½” hole in the       
dashboard.

Step 2: Install the Auxiliary   
Battery switch.

Step 3:  Label “Aux Battery”, “ON” 
and “OFF”.
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IDS Display Power

NOTE: Connect the IDS Display power to the 
cigarette lighter and not an OEM USB jack. 
Some cars use the USB jack to put the phone 
in some kind of car mode which closes the 
app.
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TESTING - Steering Effort

REDUCED EFFORT MODE

To activate reduced effort mode:
- Turn on the IDS Display and open 
the IDS Screen App.
- Turn on the vehicle and the 
Display will show the IDS/Drive 
Master logo indicating that the 
system is in Reduced Effort Mode.
- Check the steering for reduced 
effort.

To change the effort:
- Tap the black bar at the top of the 
screen with two fingers to enable Tech 
Mode.
- After the “Alert” message appears, 
tap OK and scroll down.
- In this screen, tap Read Reduction 
or Set Reduction to read/set the 
reduction level.
- After pressing Read Reduction or 
Set Reduction, listen for a beep 
coming from the box.
- Verify the effort on the steering.
- Once the desired reduction level has 
been set, scroll back to the top of the 
screen and tap the black bar with two 
fingers to disable Tech Mode.

NOTE:
0% = OEM effort
100% = Fully reduced effort (light)
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TESTING - Steering Effort

OEM MODE

To activate OEM mode:
- Make sure the vehicle is off 
and the IDS Display shows 
“Vehicle Off”.
- In the IDS Screen App, check 
the OEM check box.
- Start the vehicle and wait about 
10 seconds until you hear a 
chirping sound coming from the 
GEN-X ECU. Check the steering 
for OEM effort.

To deactivate OEM Mode:
- Turn off the vehicle and 
uncheck the OEM checkbox.
- Make sure the vehicle is off 
and the IDS Display shows 
“Vehicle Off”.
- Start the vehicle again and the 
system will return to Reduced 
Effort Mode.

NOTE: The system will not 
switch modes while the vehicle 
is running.



LOW BATTERY

When the AUX Battery is 
disconnected or low, the IDS 
Display will notify the driver.

To test, turn ON the vehicle 
and remove the 100A fuse from 
the AUX Battery kit. You will 
see “LOW BATTERY” error 
message on the IDS Display.

VERY LOW BATTERY

The IDS Display will also notify 
the driver when the MAIN 
Battery is low.

To test, turn ON the vehicle 
Remove the 3A fuse from the 
Orange 18 “MAIN BATTERY” 
wire in the X2 Harness and the 
Display will show “VERY LOW 
BATTERY” error message.

In this scenario, the Battery Separator will activate and connect 
the AUX Battery to the GEN-X System.
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TESTING - Battery Levels



IGNITION LOST

Be sure to execute this test in a wide 
area, no less than 150 to 300 square 
feet.

CAUTION: In this test the vehicle 
will be without brake system 
assistance, ignition will be OFF.

1. Start the vehicle, set the gear shifter 
in DRIVE, keep the vehicle driving at 5 
miles per hour (SAFETY).

CAN BUS ERROR

The IDS Display will notify if 
there is a problem with the 
CAN Bus connections.

If this message appears on the 
IDS Screen, please verify the 
purple and purple/black wires 
are connected properly. If wires 
are correct, call IDS tech 
support.

2. While the vehicle is moving, turn the vehicle OFF, and the IDS Display will 
show “IGNITION LOST” error message (It will be hard to brake).

3. Verify the steering system has reduced effort while the vehicle is in motion.
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TESTING - Ignition and CAN Bus



GEN-X: Final Installation Check
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The battery solenoid is mounted high and to the 
right of the driver's headlight to allow easy 
access to the air filter.

One cable is run from the main battery to the 
solenoid, and all other "battery" wires are 
connected to the main battery terminal of the 
solenoid. This just makes the install look neater, 
as there are not so many wires connected to the 
battery.
 
The "Red 10" wire is connected to a 40 amp 
breaker next to the solenoid to protect the wire if 
it is pinched between here and the inline fuse 
under the dash.
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The module is mounted as shown in the instruction 
manual, but a bolt in the "A" pillar was used simply 
because it is easier to get to.

The jump start switch is mounted below the 
headlight switch, also because this panel is easily 
removed to mount the switch.
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All ground wires are connected to existing ground 
points in the Braun center stack, since Braun runs a 
ground from the battery direct to this bracket.

The Braun ignition fuse panel in the center stack is 
used for the IGN-1 wire.
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The "RED-10" fuse, "IGN-1" fuse, and LED are 
hanging below the hood release for easy access.
 
The remaining wire of the harness is secured 
below the steering column opening.
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This shows the orientation of the motor mounting 
point with OEM wiring harness for reference.
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Square bracket on a rounded motor. Cut off 
unnecessary corners that will hit brake arm.

More clearance is needed, as the bottom of the motor 
is just off the brake arm and cannot be rotated any 
further so that upper bracket will not hit brake arm.
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Upper bracket clearance and lower motor clearance to the 
brake arm, after cutting motor bracket.
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Grommet in driver wheel well is easier to access than 
the OEM main harness grommet.
Shown above where motor mount bolts are in wheel 
well.
Pass the wire behind the strut tower and come out in 
the engine compartment behind and below the main 
harness.
Using a "fish-wire", feed it into the passenger and 
come out above the BCM on the firewall near the main 
harness.
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To get the shaft back into this 2015 Ford 
Explorer/Braun MXV, you may cut 1" off the slip 
joint to get it to fit back in. 

The telescopic feature of the steering wheel will 
need to be locked in the full-out position due to 
the lengthened shaft after the motor is added.
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Aux batt located in the rear compartment on right 
side.
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The power wire is run under the vehicle through a 
hole drilled under the right side of the rear seat in 
front of the cargo well.
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CONGRATULATIONS!

You have successfully installed the GEN-X system!


